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Production & Allocation Update
Shipping Update
• Production continues to ramp-up at the Performance Manufacturing Center (PMC).
• As of Thursday, Sept. 15, 2016, Acura has shipped 92 U.S. dealer coverage units from PMC.
• More clients are taking delivery of their custom NSXs with a total of 22 RDRs in August.
Regular Allocation
• Acura this month began regular allocation of NSX orders.
• As with previous allocations, dealers with an allocated unit will receive an iN message that
notes the deadline to submit your configured order.

NSX S&PP Update
Reminder: How to Track Your NSX Units on iN
1

Use the “NSX Build to Order” tab to access tracking

2

Select “Tracking”

3

Your dealerships’ NSXs will appear with shipping dates and ETAs

4

Real Time tracking will be displayed

5

Update your Sales Specialist as needed

1

2

Note: This data is updated directly
by Pilot Transport and is viewable
on iN only after the truck has left
the Distribution Center.

3
4
5

Delivery Tracking Proposal (New Fields)

Do Not Use iN VIN Tracking for NSX
Note: Dealers should NOT use the iN VIN Tracking application for NSX delivery information. iN VIN
Tracking information is fed by VTR, which has not been updated for NSX.

NSX S&PP Update
VIN and Serial Number Sequencing
As more NSX units arrive at dealerships, we are receiving questions regarding the unit VIN number
and serial number. Please note that, in most cases, the VIN and serial number will not be identical.
The VIN denotes the sequence of production for a specific market/country and is reset for each
model year change. The VIN structure/sequencing is regulated by the government.
The serial number is a unique number assigned to each vehicle that comes off the line at the
Performance Manufacturing Center. It denotes the sequence of total production (all markets) and
does not reset for each model year. The serial numbers will be continuous until we end production of
this generation of NSX.

VIN

Serial
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Paint Curing
CAUTIONS DURING THE CURING PERIOD (FIRST 60 DAYS FROM VEHICLE ARRIVAL):
•

Do not apply any products with sealing protection such as wax or sealant. These products could prevent
solvent out-gassing and hinder the curing process, affecting the paint’s long-term durability.

•

Do not apply any protective and/or decorative wrappings and/or sprays (such as Clear Bra) to any paint surface
during the curing period. These products have a similar effect to the sealants mentioned above.

•

Do not park the NSX under trees. Tree sap and bird droppings could cause damage to the paint due to their
hardness and acidity. Should either come into contact with painted surfaces, they should be washed off
immediately with plenty of water.

•

Do not use detailing clay. During the curing period, you may polish the exterior paint to remove scratches or
marks, but be certain the polishing products do not contain any wax or sealant content.

•

Please see the Job Aid below, which can be found on iN on Service Information or AcuraLaunchtraining.com.

Tire Options
There are two approved, optional tires for the NSX, for track
and winter use, respectively:
• Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R
• Pirelli Winter Sottozero 3
Acura dedicated website
for NSX Tire orders:
www.Acuratires.com
or
Contact Tire Rack
1-877-327-8473

Collision Repair: Two Level Repair Network
Acura’s NSX Collision Repair approach is a 2-tiered strategy:
• Non-structural performed at authorized body shops connected to Acura NSX
sales and service dealers
• Structural performed at an exclusive Performance Refresh Center in Marysville
Ohio.
The NSX dealer should be the single point of contact for all service & repair issues,
including damage repair. For any type of collision concern, dealers should contact the
2 dedicated NSX specialists (see right) who will be the ‘air traffic’ controllers through
the entire process.

Dedicated NSX Support

1-844-68-ACURA
Sergio Ramos
NSX ACR Specialist

Lee Esten
NSX ACR Specialist

Two Level Repair Network
*Industry exclusive - structural
repairs performed at the
Performance Refresh Center
in Marysville, Ohio

DAMAGE SEVERITY
total loss
structural damage
panel / bumper replacement – bolt-on
dings & dents

STRUCTURAL – EXCLUSIVELY AT PMC
NON-STRUCTURAL – AT NSX CERTIFIED
SHOP

paint scratch or abrasion
*Non-structural repairs performed at authorized NSX
body shop network affiliated with NSX sales and
service dealers

All NSX sales and service
dealers should:
1. Review the Service, Parts
and Accounting Bulletins
on NSX collision.
2. Have your NSX service
specialist and NSX
technician complete the
iN self study training on
NSX damage analysis
(HNU04E01).

Configurator Software Update
Web Access
Dealers can now change the web-surfing permissions on the NSX configurator to enable users to
access acura.com. The direct result of dealer feedback, this update will allow users to use the
configurator to conduct build and price actions for all Acura models.
Power Conservation and Performance
The PC unit is designed to power off at 11PM per your time zone every night in an effort to save
energy and prolong the life of the equipment. It also keeps the PC fresh for the best customer
experience. Instructions are available to program the PC to start up automatically in the
morning (see below).

Ask your District Sales Manager for the following resources:
• Guide for changing the web-surfing permissions
• Guide for how to add a printer to your configurator
• Guide for how to have the PC start up automatically in the
morning

Media Coverage Update
•

By and large, sentiment is trending positive, boosting the Acura brand’s image.

•

Following a wave of “first drive” media impressions over the past nine months, in-depth reviews and
comparisons inclusive of instrumented testing are beginning to appear in trade publications, validating NSX’s
performance credentials in a highly competitive segment. This will continue into the winter.

•

NSX is prominently featured on the cover of Car & Driver’s October issue, while Road & Track piloted the car to
a first place finish in the inaugural SCCA Targa event, concluding NSX is “the ideal combination of visceral and
intellectual fulfillment.” Motor Trend awarded NSX its first victory in a head-to-head comparison over the 2017
Nissan GT-R.

•

Mass media continues to be impressed by the unique experience that the NSX’s advanced powertrain enables;
CNN Money proclaimed NSX to be the “smart man's supercar” while Business Insider referred to the car as a
“decidedly modern supercar.”

•

Acura Motorsports and the NSX GT3 program continue to attract substantial, positive attention in the press,
validating the NSX’s track credentials.

Summary of Requested Actions
•

Keep your NSX client informed of PMC production progress; however, do not communicate estimated delivery
dates until notified by American Honda.

•

Check iN for information regarding the acceptance due date and configuration lock date for your allocated vehicle.

•

Review the Service, Parts and Accounting Bulletins on NSX collision and have your NSX service specialist and NSX
technician complete the iN self study training on NSX damage analysis (HNU04E01).

•

Ensure your NSX Technician and NSX Specialist(s) have completed all required training.

•

Update NSX Sales Specialist Job Code (SBN NSXS) and system admin contact information on iN should your NSX
specialist change.

•

Track your NSX order via the Build to Order application on iN.

•

Update your NSX configurator software to access acura.com.

